
DOCTORAL TRAINING

PAPER DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP FOR MANAGEMENT
RESEARCHERS

Course 2022/2023

Course given by Xosé H. Vázquez, Universidade de Vigo

Contacto: xhvv@uvigo.gal

The last three sessions on “Qualitative Analysis” will be held in cooperation with Mario

Pansera, Oportunius Researcher at Universidade de Vigo (mario.pansera@uvigo.gal)

PROGRAM

February 6th Preliminary session

February 20th Topic choice

March 6th Research design

March 21st Setting the hook

April 4th Grounding theory

April 11th Reviewing session (from 10:00h to 12:00h)

April 18th Crafting methods and results
May 2nd Discussion and conclusions
May 4th Idiosyncratic traits of inductive studies

Lessons will take from 10.00 to 14.00h

May 8th Qualitative analysis I - Intro to Social Research Terminology
May 15th Qualitative analysis II - Problematisation as a source of Research Questions

May 22nd Qualitative analysis  - Case Studies and Grounded Theory

Lessons will take from 10.00 to 12.00h

MODALITY

Virtual (access data will be sent to the registered students before the beginning of this course)

http://xhvv.webs.uvigo.es/en/
mailto:xhvv@uvigo.gal
https://postgrowth-lab.webs.uvigo.es/people/mario-pansera/
https://postgrowth-lab.webs.uvigo.es/people/mario-pansera/
mailto:mario.pansera@uvigo.gal


LANGUAGE

The Workshop will be given in English.

STUDENT TASKS

Your responsibilities for each session include (1) summarizing required readings, (2) handing in

weekly assignments, (3) presenting your own work in class, and (4) participating in class.

Remember this is not a Master course that will help you get a degree. It is a voluntary workshop

that is meant to provide support to your research activities. You will harness it fully if you fulfill

your assignments.

CLASS DYNAMICS

1. You need to read the required readings for each session.

2. Then, you should take a look at each session’s assignment. You will see that I am asking

you to follow the insights you have just read in the required readings for either one of

these two alternatives: a piece of your work (a paper in your thesis, or your whole thesis if it

is of a more conventional-type) or (if you are in a very early stage of your work), choose the

best paper you can find on a topic you like and work on it as if it were yours. You will see

that even the best papers are not flawless; those flaws are the ones that you need to avoid

in order to get your papers published.

3. Once you finish your assignment, you should upload it to MOOVI.

4. Finally, we will meet in class. Firstly, I will synthesize the issue at stake based on the

readings I recommended you and on my own experience (e.g., topic choice, research

design…), and second, you will present your assignment so that we can discuss it in public.


